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Abstract—The digital transformation makes our government sustainable accomplishment. Smart contracts are the primary purpose of digital government transformation. In this paper, we present ten simple rules to enable users to be careful and use this technology correctly. The organisation can be achieved a successful transformation to the smart organisation. Our rules are presented in nonchronological order that you should do before you even think about blockchain with smart contracts. This paper also encourages a regular user to apply in the government that still have used a traditional transaction. The recommendation can follow the suggested solution in order to have a successful migration from the traditional organisation towards suitable blockchain smart contracts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we discuss how to use blockchain coupled with a contract called blockchain smart contracts. Smart contracts are the primary destination for digital government transformation. Many things that used to be analogue, then changed to various digital technologies have emerged so much to facilitate everyday life.

In order to understand the use of blockchain with smart contracts is increasing the growth of digital government transformation. In particular, the use and development of smart contracts are concern about algorithms and the law. As research from Treleaven et al. [1] addresses the issue of algorithms as artificial persons, with the necessary to formally verify and control algorithms. They discussed about blockchain technologies which support the currency and digital transactions for data manipulation.

Blockchain technologies invented for bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, and they have potential in other areas. Blockchain are a method to order transaction in a distributed ledger. The core blockchain technologies are distributed ledger and smart contracts. The distributed ledger is a decentralised database where transactions are manipulation and secured by cryptographic sealing. The smart contracts are the rules that participants have collectively signed up to that confirm the evolution of the agreements in the distributed ledger. We can guarantee agreements when the pair of contract records are signed. Smart contract technology has the potential to automate the digital government transaction. Although blockchain smart contracts are recently leading technology, most of the organisations still have used traditional contracts which cannot support the current change of trends such as new financial activities or support the growing future innovations. The key attributes are resilience, integrity, transparency, and unchangeable. To overcome these drawbacks, we offer a guide to best practice with the expectation that the reader is familiar with “economics” but has limited knowledge of blockchain technologies.

The digital transformation helps the government rise to success and sustainable. Digital technologies can transform the way we operate and deliver services to people. In this day, we talk about the strategies that will help us to change the traditional processes to our governments. What is the most effective way to use digital technologies to transform governments? We considered this question and found the blockchain smart contract is one of the keys to allow governments to break down the problems and policy issues. This paper encourages governments to start adopting this technology. Many governments in Thailand are planning to use the power of blockchain smart contracts.

We are a group of students who study in Software Engineering at the Programmes of Innovative Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Thammasat University, Thailand. We found other experts or groups wrote many articles. The PLOS Ten Simple Rules collection inspires this paper. Philip E. Bourne wrote 48.6% of PLOS Ten Simple Rules articles. The ten simple rules methodology can represent the value and easy to understand. Firstly, we considered this topic about the rules for digital government transformation with blockchain smart contracts. We received multiple rules from our first discussion, but we ranked the rules to ten topics for writing this paper. Our results passed to the supervisor for evaluation and suggestion. Next, we read the literature and discussed with our supervisor about the detail of this article. Finally, we selected the writing style that could thoroughly explain in this domain. This paper wrote to focus on the audience who will read the rules and apply to their government. We present ten simple rules that we intend to enable users to be careful and use correctly. Our rules are presented in nonchronological order that you should do before you even think about blockchain with smart contracts.

We have organised the rest of this paper as follows. Section II describes ten simple rules for digital government transformation with blockchain smart contracts. Conclusion and future works are shown in Section III. The contributions are written on the last page of this paper. We hope this paper will help regular users to understand the blockchain smart contracts and success to transform their governments.
II. TEN SIMPLE RULES

This paper presents the ten simple rules for digital government transformation with blockchain smart contracts. Table I shows our rules which you can follow before using blockchain smart contracts. For each rule, we present case studies, literature review, and further reading which are provided in the supplementary material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Rules Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Knowing smart contracts fundamental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Choose a trustable wallet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Do not forget your wallet ID and password</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Note your private key offline and keep in secret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Choose appropriate smart contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Choose trustable blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Be sure you have enough money before sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Be sure your contract parties understand accurate and consistent information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>As a service provider, you must test a system thoroughly, and a contract is reliable for everybody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>If you use blockchain smart contracts correctly, then it should be continued</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Rule 1: Knowing Smart Contracts Fundamental

Before to use the blockchain smart contract, you must know about what is a blockchain smart contract and how to use a blockchain smart contract by a study from trustworthy information such as the internet articles based on facts not the opinion of the article owner. If you do not understand the work progress of a blockchain smart contract, you will be misunderstanding or errors of using a blockchain smart contract. It will affect yourself or the public and causing the person responsible for the impact that is caused by the user.

Studying blockchain smart contract before using is highly recommended because the blockchain smart contract is quite complicated. For example, we use a cryptocurrency wallet, and we do not know the meaning of the private key. It may not be able to use it safely.

In the article "smart contracts: the ultimate guide to blockchain smart contracts - learn how to use smart contracts for cryptocurrency exchange!" was written by Parker [2]. He said about how to use the smart contracts and how to use for cryptocurrency exchange. This article described the basic concept behind a smart contract that can use in situations. He guided readers to understand about what a smart contract, blockchain technologies, and cryptocurrency exchanges.

B. Rule 2: Choose a Trustable Wallet

The storage of monetary as cryptocurrency you must choose a wallet according to the experience of the user. We divided into two major types. First, the hot storage wallet is a software wallet which is suitable for those who do not want to hold a physical device that may keep in an online wallet. Second, the cold storage wallet keeps in a hardware wallet or writes in a paper. It is suitable for those who do not trust in keeping data in digital. Hardware wallet may come in the form of USB devices that are plugged into a computer to verify identity.

In wallet choosing, if you are choosing a not suitable wallet, it may cause problems. For example, the user always forgot username or password and let web browser keep your username and password. We recommend using a wallet online that can forget both username and password. It may prevent authorisation to access the account from users who tend to forget about the information in our heads. However, people who are good at storing things should choose a hardware wallet because it is more convenient for them.

In the article "method of making, securing, and using a cryptocurrency wallet" was written by Loera [3]. He said about the security of cryptocurrency. He presented a method of making, securing, and using a tangible cryptocurrency wallet. It was a printable medium that represented a public key and hidden a private key in invisible ink. The additional article "method and system for securing cryptocurrency wallet" was written by Rosca [4]. He also described the security of cryptocurrency wallet. He presented a method for securing cryptocurrency transactions on an online wallet. He recommended separating the transaction website from the hosting where executed cryptocurrency transactions.

C. Rule 3: Do not Forget Your Wallet ID and Password

Users use the online wallet, and they must not forget the ID and password of the wallet access. The only thing that gives us access to the online wallet is your ID and password. Therefore, we forget the ID and password like we forget the evidence. The rights to use to show ownership of that cryptocurrency wallet.

For example, news about the case of the facebook company was attacked by hackers. Therefore, on 27 September 2018, facebook had to reset the systems. The user who was reset must log in to the website or application again. However, many users forgot their username and password which makes them unable to login to the system. Several users cannot access authentication to the system since reset.

In the article "virtual wallet" was written by Boudreau [5]. He said about virtual features and benefits, which are also part of the article that highlights the importance of virtual wallet id and password recognition. The virtual wallet method provided a central portal for electronic commerce transactions that serviced end users. He implemented a central portal website that stored unique usernames and passwords for the virtual wallet.

D. Rule 4. Note Your Private Key Offline and Keep in Secret

A private key in the cryptocurrency wallet is comparable to what we hold to show ownership for the cryptocurrency wallet that we use. Therefore, if we know the private key of any cryptocurrency wallet, we can say that we are the owner of that cryptocurrency wallet. By keeping the private key, it should be more secure than the public key.

Keeping private key is essential and delicate because private must keep in secret. Many people may keep the private key in the service provider. If there is a reliable service provider, it may be safe. An online platform such as a cloud drive that has an authentication system to access the private key that you store like this. However, we do not forget the private key, so how we leave a safe in someone else's home. We could keep the private key at ourselves, which is not keeping in the digital platform such as writing in the physical paper and put in a safe box in a house or separate a paper and putting in a secret place.
In the supplementary article "forward security in private key cryptography" was written by Bellare and Yee [6]. They said about private key cryptography which is also part of the article that highlights the private key. This paper provided a security concern about key sharing behaviour that cause the lack of security issues. They presented forward security techniques with the pseudorandom bit generator. This paper aimed to guarantee the strength of cryptographic algorithms for the private key cryptography.

E. Rule 5: Choose Appropriate Smart Contracts

This rule is essential because smart contracts are the primary purpose of digital government transformation. If we choose the appropriate smart contracts, we will integrate and use efficiently. Smart contracts have many types that include;

1) Code-is-contract is a natural language contract that can be encrypted.

2) Hybrid contract is a first contract that combines a computer code to make a contract or a code that changes to a paper contract.

3) Code as business logic is a popular contract and most common in everyday life. Most come in the form of daily spending because it has a consistent cycle.

For example, if we were to build a dormitory with monthly rental fees, we wanted to use blockchain smart contract technology as part of the system to collect monthly rent. We should carefully study whether the type of blockchain smart contract which is suitable for the type of contract we want to create. In this case, the form of contact will be a monthly financial transaction, so we should choose code as business logic to create the contract because of the same objectives.

In the article "smart contracts: the ultimate guide to blockchain smart contracts - learn how to use smart contracts for cryptocurrency exchange!" was written by Parker [2]. He said about how to use smart contracts in type bill payment that has an advantage, including convenience and fast. However, you must have enough money every time. If the system has an error, it will take a long time to contact the staff and fixed it.

F. Rule 6: Choose Trustable Blockchain

Nowadays, many companies are developing blockchain systems by choosing to use blockchain from reliable developers. It is a guarantee that will be no errors that affect the operation of the system. Alternatively, if an error occurs, developers are prepared to deal with to have less impact and can be modified for a short period.

Choosing a service provider or the developer of the blockchain system is another important thing to using blockchain smart contracts. Because developers who want to build a smart contract system, they need to implement a smart contract on blockchain technology. If we choose the blockchain incorrectly, it may cause the system that we created is not secure and suitable enough to use.

In the article "software reliability research" was written by Jelinski and Moranda [7]. They said about trust and selection of applications including observing for abnormalities in the software, selecting software from highly popular and self verified developers and company registration. They described the problems in various software anomalies and discussed about software reliability case studies. We can also apply software credibility principles to choose the blockchain smart contracts.

G. Rule 7: Be Sure You have Enough Money before Sign

In case a contract involves regular payment of expenses contract recipients. They should have to prepare enough money to pay in every cycle. Most of the contracts will specify the punishment. In case of paying or paying late contract fees, which will cause the rights that the contract recipient should receive may not be complete due to breach of contract in part.

For example, in the case that we receive a contract to pay electricity such as monthly water bills. We should always check how much and prepare enough money before the day of bank clearing. In doing so, both parties will be a mutual benefit. The contracting party will take benefit in terms of convenience, fast to pay for daily services by not waste time to pay at the bank. It also gets credit for making transactions from timely payments. Next, on the side of the contract, they will receive money on time. It means that you can manage your finances.

In the article "smart contracts: the ultimate guide to blockchain smart contracts - learn how to use smart contracts for cryptocurrency exchange! " was written by Parker [2]. He said about how to use smart contracts in type bill payment that has an advantage, including convenience and fast. However, you must have enough money every time. If the system has an error, it will take a long time to contact the staff and fixed it.

H. Rule 8: Be Sure Your Contract Parties Understand Accurate and Consistent Information

Every contracting party should have in a traditional or smart contract is that all parties must understand the details of the corresponding contract. Before making the contract, both parties should read and understand the content of the contract. They should find any queries or points that need to be resolved and notify other parties before agreeing to sign a contract. It relieves the doubts or makes corrections at that point to agree on both sides.

Making a blockchain smart contract is very important. It is not different from the understanding between the contract recipient and the contract provider. If not understanding the content of the agreed agreement, it may cause problems in the future. For example, the contract taker and the contract giver agree to deduct money from the account every mid-month. The giver means on the 15th of every month, but the contract receiver thinks the mid-month is the day of that month divided by two. The contract recipient is not able to prepare the money to pay in time. It is resulting in a breach of contract.

In the article "evaluation of logic-based smart contracts for blockchain systems" was written by Idelberger et al. [8]. They said about the fundamental of smart contracts on the blockchain system that has a few rules or regulations. It should be used when using smart contracts between contract recipients and contract providers. They presented to use logic-based language for smart contracts where governance can ensure the system work and failure prevention. In the article provided the utility of logic-based smart contracts to bridge the gap between smart contracts and legal contracts. They proposed the use of logic-based smart contracts which combined with blockchain systems.
Blockchain smart contracts are one of the relatively new technologies. Therefore, a study of the use in various forms, including testing or trial a prototype. Checking errors will be generated after being used and editing before using the system. The experimentation of the prototype may specify when putting into the system. The main question is how the system affect? It may cause service providers to prepare measures to cope with the impact.

As a service provider, regardless of the type of product service providers should have a usage examination to see both the impact and the results. Service providers make the real product released to the market more efficient such as dividing the system version into beta and released for users to try. Because service provider testing may not cover the use of different forms in each user, this beta test will add to test cases from testers who are nearing the real users. That will become a real user when the service provider releases the real system.

In the article "a preliminary survey on software testing practices in Australia" was written by Ng et al. [9]. They said about an observation of a testing software before using, how it affects real users in Australia. The content also describes the effect on the future and summarised in the form of statistical data for easy reading. The details presented the survey on software testing practice from industries in their country which captured from 65 organisations between 2002 and 2003. They focused on five factors which include testing techniques, automated testing tools, metrics, standards, and software testing education. They found significant barriers in governments to adopt software reliability.

**J. Rule 10: If You Use Blockchain Smart Contracts Correctly Then It Should Be Continued**

The blockchain smart contracts are a way for users to save much time managing their daily tasks. As users, they do not have to manage the contract themselves with blockchain technology. The contract will be safer and more confidential, which will result in users have enough confidence in making contracts to dare to enter into contracts related to financial transactions. Therefore, if we can use blockchain smart contracts effectively then it should be continued.

Using the blockchain smart contracts in the beginning, it can be difficult because we have to spend a lot of effort and time to study information and regulations since rule one until rule nine. However, we can use blockchain smart contracts and get excellent benefits, and we should choose to continue to use. It will help to save time in making or managing various contracts in daily life.

In the previous article "smart contracts: the ultimate guide to blockchain smart contracts - learn how to use smart contracts for cryptocurrency exchange! " was written by Parker [2]. In this article has a guide to get a user to know about smart contracts and use knowledge of smart contract for efficient and secure in the long term. However, we strongly recommend updating the technology of blockchain smart contracts closely as it is still a new technology that is developing rapidly. Our primary concept is delivered the simple rules for users who want to transform governments with blockchain smart contracts.

**III. CONCLUSION**

The digital government transformation is the only way to improve our organisation successful and sustainable in the next generation. The digital transformation boosts the government for success and sustainable. Digital technologies can transform the way we operate and deliver services to people. The government will reduce unnecessary cost, increase more productivity, build up the secure transaction, and get more customer satisfaction. Blockchain smart contracts are one of the disruptive technologies that have several benefits such as secure transaction, low cost, private authentication and scalable. Blockchain technologies address distributed ledger and smart contracts. The distributed ledger is a distributed database where transactions are manipulation such as create, read, update, and delete. Furthermore, transactions are secured by cryptographic sealing. The smart contracts are laws that participants have signed up to confirm the evolution of agreements in the distributed ledger. These simple rules should be introduced into the transforming government in order to use for best practices and overcome several drawbacks from the traditional problems.

We set out to write this paper by using the methodology from PLOS Ten Simple Rules collection. We intend to enable users understanding the use of blockchain smart contracts and bring it to transform their governments. Our rules are presented in nonchronological order that recommends thinking before using blockchain with smart contracts. The results support the hypothesis that our rules can be used to follow when you use blockchain smart contracts. However, this is the early adoption era of digital transformation, and we recommend preparing for new updates. In conclusion, this paper also encourages a regular user to apply in the government that still have used a traditional transaction. The recommendation can follow the suggested solution in order to have a successful migration from the traditional organisation towards suitable blockchain smart contracts.

For future works, we concern more extensive analysis mechanisms and develop new proposals to investigate different methods. The ideas have to consider and brainstorm in the next class year. We are designed to compare the performance with this paper. We will extend our findings from this study into there top topics. First, we have prepared a survey on how to guarantee and validation the correct of blockchain smart contracts. In a real situation, we have to consider many factors that can affect our system. This activity will ensure that proposed rules can be used well in the governments. Second, we have implemented this technology in our organisation, and we will observe the benefits of this technology. This work targets to examine the behaviour when the transformed governments bring services to people. They are satisfaction or not satisfaction with the blockchain smart contracts. Third, we will expand the use of blockchain smart contacts to other fields such as education, finance, and software security. When we discussed the rules for using smart contracts, we found this technology can be applied to many fields. So, we are interested in applying the blockchain technology in other areas. However, this paper is not an ultimate guide for using blockchain smart contracts, we hope this work will provide simple rules to help people who aim to use this technology correctly and successfully for the digital government transformation.
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